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A series of conditional operations:
(by page number)
2: if i were invited to begin with my own writing from book
3: if there is something to do with our bodies
4: If
we can ask the question:
What form can an inventory take if not written?
What form can an inventory take if not seen?
5: I f
we can ask the question
What is writing?
9: I f

we can ask the question
Do we need to record everything?
Does everything need to be written?

11:
If
we can ask the question
What do non-written records look like?
17: If
we got to this ending
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If
I were invited to begin with a work of mine
then
I would begin with this:
The website porn for the blind
is a non-profit based in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. Those letters sit
swampily on my tongue. They are dedicated
to producing audio descriptions for
blind customers. M mouth holding itself
barely closed, A breath released from the tongue.
S the sibilant tip of the tongue, repeating its
motions until the climatic tuh - turn of the tongue
ready for another.
To prepare a recording of pornography the depiction of erotic behavior for
the purpose of sexual excitement. The nowdefunct organization has fixed formatting
instructions. Clear the throat: Porn for
the Blind presents [website name]. This
is a [clip length] located at [full URL
including HTTP colon slash slash]
[brief description of the webpage]
In the course of writing this I write
several frantic emails in the form
[dear learned person] [Here is what I do not
know] [I apologize for being frantic]
[I have never written a poem before and
this appears to be poetry] [question
mark] [Would you tell me
if I am doing it right?]
it occurs to me
that the description of the form
misses the point.
I cannot say
that I am not excited.
Suzanne Farrell, I read before bed, was
Balanchine’s most loved dancer. “Hard as
Farrell’s class is, it’s partly about joy. I say
to them, you know how there’s an employer and
an employee? Well there’s a looker and a lookee,
and you can’t be both. You can’t be an honest
performer and a spectator at the same time.
If you want to become a boring dancer, that’s
how to do it, by trying to tell the audience what
to see.”
If I were to caption the most important bits
for those who could not see it, I would stop
at the mouth and the tongue as it sounds out
the letters at the tips of my fingers. To tell you
the truth, I do not what it looks like, only how it
feels. Is that why my captions fail? Or is that
how they work?

[maybe this produces questions, maybe this produces silence]
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If
there is something to do with our bodies
then
take an inventory of the space around you:
what around you is breathing and alive? (remember that you breathe)
were once breathing and no longer are? (this is most things)
never needed to?

then
I’d ask you to turn your camera off &
turn on the microphone &
move away from the screen &
perform one of the following actions [for how long?]
to those that breathe, breathe to them (remember that you breathe)
to those that no longer breathe, gasp &
make a motion or a sound that helps you remember when they last did
to those that never did, remain still &
take some of their shape
[maybe this produces questions, maybe this produces silence]

& ask
What did you just do?
What kind of inventory did we just take?
What is the difference between those two questions?
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If
we can ask the question:
What form can an inventory take if not written?
What form can an inventory take if not seen?
then
I’d ask
What is reading?
If
there is time
then
I’d ask
Is everyone able to see the screen?
Is everyone able to read the screen (in the conventional sense of the word)?
then
I’d screen share, but not read (or ask someone else to read) (or read intermittently, at
the pace of reading in the mind)
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&

7
I’d ask
How do we learn to read?
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If
we can ask the question
What is Writing?

[There’s another question here, around 2501 Migrants and writing. Basically I think that project
is writing but can’t figure out what if to show]
Links: https://vimeo.com/105274852
https://www.google.com/books/edition/Grieving/n-nuDwAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=1&pg=PT
36&printsec=frontcover&bsq=alejandro
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If
we can ask the question
Do we need to record everything?
Does everything need to be written?
I’d share [from the Faggots and their friends between revolutions]

& ask
What papers are important to you?
What papers would you wipe your ass with?
What papers would you take some information from before you wipe your ass with
them?
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If we can ask the question
What do non-written records look like?
Then I’d share
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My art began by disappearing.
I made an offering for the sea to erase.
The waves weave our breath, in, out.
Dissolving gives life to what comes next.
My /quipus/are impossible weavings.
Not spun, not plied. They simply hang.
Their knots are loose and about to fall off.
Nothing holds them together, except desire.
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/Quipus/are a metaphor for the union of all.
They were forbidden in 1583, yet they went on
undercover, still weaving our breath.
My first /quipu/was /The quipu that remembers nothing/.
I was offering my desire for memory.
—Cecilia Vicuña

A String of Pearls by Amirah Tajdin
Wreckage that was discovered on the Lake Michigan beach near Ludington on April 24, 2020. It
is believed to be from a wooden vessel built between the 1850s and 1880s
Shipwreck discovered on Michigan Beach near Ludington
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Great Orme Kashmiri goats on the streets of Llandudno, Wales in April, at beginning of global
quarantines
[maybe this produces questions, maybe this produces silence]

[maybe this links to these questions:
(What is a record? What do we record? What/who records us?)
What is the form that a record takes?
When does narrative control? When does narrative release?
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If we did get to that ending (time is fragile, I know, and this is unlikely)
I’d share
https://photos.app.goo.gl/1TYKdQYyG5zMEGQ57

